
Tax Filing Day15
Easter Sunday12

It's hard to believe we are already in the third month of this new year! 
 
As we have entered into the roaring 20s, 2020s that is, markets have been
fairly positive for the first seven weeks and then as expected in any election
year, we have now entered a time of increased volatility.  This volatility has
mostly been produced by the virus know as Coronavirus or COVID-19, which
started in China and has spread throughout eastern Asia. Here in the United
States we have managed to keep the spread of this virus to a minimum.  
 
As markets go, they historically overreact to these types of events. During the
last week of February, we saw the Dow Jones Industrial Averages decline by
12.4%. The following Monday Central Banks vowed to act in whatever ways
necessary and the markets cheered and enjoyed a spike of over 5%. Since
World War II we have had 26 market corrections of 10% or more with an
average decline of 13.7%. These declines can create some short term
concerns, but it ultimately creates opportunity to make adjustments as
needed. 
 
We are continuing to monitor this situation as closely as we can. We will
continue to focus on the overall objectives of your portfolio and maintain our
sound plan to not only withstand these types of downturns but take advantage
of them when they offer us the opportunity. As always, please don’t hesitate
to reach out to us to have a brief meeting or phone conversation to discuss
current conditions. 
 
Let the 2020s roar!
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Contribution Limits - Traditional & Roth

2019

Regular

*50+ Catch-Up

2020

$6000 $6000

$6000 + $1000

It is that time of year again. Tax filing day is just around the corner. Tax filing day
is also the last day to max out your Independent Retirement Account for the
previous year. Contact us today to make your last contribution for 2019 before
April 15th. Early into a new year is a great time to make a plan for maxing out your
IRA. You may find breaking up your contribution to monthly or quarterly payments
is easier to manage than a large lump sum. We've included a chart of contribution
limits for the current and previous year to help you plan. * Taxpayers age 50 and
over are eligible for catch up. Remember to consider income limits when
contributing to your IRA. 

FINANCIAL FOCUS
Maxing Out Your IRA

Negotiate your personal bills. Call your cable or internet provider yearly to
make sure you’re getting the best rate possible, especially if you notice
that your monthly bill has increased.
Cancel unused subscriptions such as a streaming service or an old gym
membership. 
Track your spending and pay close attention to your monthly bank
statements. You will be able to notice and track any wasteful spending
more easily. 

SPRING CLEANING
Tips for ridding your budget of unnecessary spending
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